
Advising, Degree Audit and Retention Focus Session 

Time Budgeted: 4 hours 
 
General Advising 

1. Demonstrate student access portal and advisor access portal for academic advising information 
and communication.  Include all academic record elements that can be accessed from the 
advisor roster including entering student data; class schedule; degree audit; notes; term 
grades; GPA; academic standing; special coding for veterans, athletes, Honors, etc.)  

2. Display advisor and student view of student schedule, academic history, classes with section #, 
instructor, location, student course history, sortable by grades, term, instructor, etc. 

3. Demonstrate how students are assigned to their advisors.  Auto-generate advisor assignments 
by major, classification, etc. or by manual entry/adjustment.  Track history and dates of advisor 
assignments. 

4. Demonstrate advisee rosters and the information they include.  Demonstrate how advisor can 
distinguish between groups of advisees (e.g., primary and secondary advisees, advisees 
currently on leave, former advisees.)  Discuss the level of access to student records that 
advisors, peer advisors and faculty can be given following FERPA regulations.   

5. Demonstrate methods that can be utilized by advisors to provide information about academic 
support programs to and make referrals for targeted students. 

6. Demonstrate how advisors can keep notes of advising interactions attached to student records. 
View all student advising notes and track/sort by date, advisor, type of advising, etc. Track 
multiple types of advising with differing role-based permissions. 

7. Demonstrate how advising administrators can manage advisor caseloads and availability. 

Registration 

1. Demonstrate how an advisor can assist a student to register for classes including 
view/search/select/register/waitlist for classes that fit student’s academic plan.  Demonstrate 
how an advisor can register for student in select cases (ex. new international, etc.) 

2. Demonstrate advisor giving class permission for courses with pre-requisite, removing a 
registration restriction for mandatory advising, giving permission to register for course overload 
(over 18 hrs.), and restricting schedule changes by student (ex. can’t drop below 12 hrs.) 

3. Show how students can declare majors and minors, request to change colleges with varying 
admission criteria, and indicate interest in graduate and professional programs.   

4. Demonstrate advisor and student views of course catalog, course equivalencies and individual 
student transfer credit evaluation. 

5. Demonstrate how a student can apply for graduation with mandatory survey included. 

 
Specialized Advising 
 

1. Demonstrate ability to efficiently capture and communicate information needed during new 
student orientation advising 

a. View comprehensive summary of test scores, placement testing, HS transcripts, AP, 
course placement results, etc.  



b. Import summary into form/template to prepare advising recommendations that can be 
printed for freshman/transfer orientation advising 

c. Complete unit-specific pre-orientation surveys that will help advisor prepare (ex. career 
interests, academic interests, AP not yet reported, etc.)   

d. Demonstrate how prospective students provide information via the admission process on 
their academic interests, preparation, learning differences, and advising preferences.  

e. Demonstrate how reports and communication can be generated and displayed from 
student responses. 

2. Demonstrate the ability to identify and track student academic and career interests as well as 
special program opportunities and eligibility.  This must be query-able. 

3. Demonstrate how to track non-course based academic opportunities and requirements (ex. 
experiential learning, Honors requirements, etc.) via portfolio, degree audit and/or academic 
plan. 

4. Demonstrate how to build/track special contracts with students (ex. probationary, graduation 
clearance, Honors, etc.) 

5. Demonstrate how to track graduate and professional committees and special statuses. 

6. Demonstrate block scheduling and learning community structure processes. 

7. Demonstrate portfolio capability and content options including artifacts, reference letters, etc. 

8. Demonstrate any special attributes for faculty advising not already aforementioned. 

9. Demonstrate capacity to build student surveys and/or tutorials that can auto-deliver advising 
content based upon responses in a just-in-time format.  Information must be query-able.  (ex. 
intrusive graduation checking based on student eligibility within timelines; Q&A survey 
formatted with auto-responses for “what if” scenarios, such as “should I drop this course?”) 

10. Demonstrate how the portal can be used to facilitate distance advising. 

 
Student Academic Review 
 

1. Demonstrate ability to create student academic review process via user-defined forms that 
allow an advisor to quickly select several statuses including and based on student academic 
information, which will populate associated messaging; result is a mail-merged type academic 
review letter/message to each student generated each term or as needed. 
 

Communications 
 

1. Demonstrate appointment scheduling online by students with their advisors (and faculty) to 
sync with MS Outlook calendars, including advisor-set appointment lengths based on advising 
type and with students able to only see free/busy times, not all calendar detail.  Inlcude option 
for scheduling of group advising. 

2. Advisors able to send messaging/emails/SMS or text to student within the portal and stored 
within advising notes. Generate email to student with links, advising notes with option to auto-
send.  Advising messages must be able to be generated for all of an advisor’s students or only 
to certain groups identified by selected criteria. Create templates for advising messages that 
can be quickly populated. 

3. Demonstrate portal integration with BlackBoard advising communities. 



4. Demonstrate messaging to targeted advisor groups from faculty about curriculum changes. 

5. Demonstrate ability to communicate/coordinate among a single student’s advisors via portal. 

 

Degree Audit, Academic Plan and Curriculum Tools 

1. Display the Degree Audit (from the portal) for a specific program of study that indicates 
requirements met, as well as those still remaining.  The degree audit must also display 
coursework earned at other institutions and its application to the UC degree.  

2. Demonstrate an integrated student degree audit and academic plan based on university 
curriculum guides.  Use to identify and place courses into an academic plan.  Display audit, 
plan, curriculum guides and program outlines as a complete set of integrated advising tools.  
Demonstrate the ability to project planned courses to create a four-year plan for a student’s 
academic career. 

3. Demonstrate how prospective students (applicants) can access degree audit to display any prior 
college credit earned via transfer or dual enrollment coursework, AP, IB, etc.  

4. Demonstrate how an advisor, faculty member, or registrar can add anecdotal remarks 
concerning a student’s degree audit. 

5. Demonstrate the ability of the degree audit to handle “what if scenarios” for changes in major 
or minor, including a demonstration of how coursework taken or in progress will apply to the 
hypothetical program. 

6. Demonstrate any interface available between the degree audit and course registration, 
including course repeats, duplication, and prerequisites.  Demonstrate the appearance of repeat 
coursework on the degree audit. 

7. Briefly, demonstrate the following features of the degree audit: 

a. View all academic history – classes with grades, section #, term and title as apply to 
various requirements 

b. Ability for a course to meet only one requirement or two or more 

c. Click view of course information and availability from within the degree audit 

d. Individual or batched exceptions 

e. Hidden requirements that are acceptable but not displayed 

f. Arrange as either term-based or requirement-based  

g. Allow for fractional credit hours (ex. 2.3 hrs. or 4.6 hrs. of a course) 

h. Cascading priority of courses to meet requirements 

8. Demonstrate the audit calculation of GPA and compare to SIS calculation  

9. Demonstrate NCAA compliance audit  

10. Demonstrate methods to insure audit is in sync with curriculum changes   

11. Demonstrate in detail the interface between degree audit and student information system  

12. Demonstrate ability to combine major and minor programs into one audit  

13. Demonstrate audit ability to manage self-articulation for semester conversion student records. 
Allow splitting courses (ex. part 1, part 2) to allow for variant application of quarter courses to 
semester requirements. 



14. Demonstrate how other exception types (beyond waivers and substitutions) are managed, such 
as Complete a Requirement/Subrequirement, Force a Course, Waive Hours.   

15. Demonstrate how the catalog of record is managed in the degree audit. For instance if the core 
curriculum requirements change, how are students managed according to the catalog the 
student is following. 

16. Demonstrate how core, graduation requirements, majors, minors, academic programs, and 
electives are denoted in the degree audit. 

17. Display the degree audit treatment of non-course requirements. 

18. Demonstrate course waivers and substitutions as well as permissions to create these.  Is there 
an audit trail for all submissions and changes?  Implement a course substitution.  

19. Demonstrate how degree program requirements are established and maintained in the system. 
Discuss the level of technical expertise required. 

 
Identify and Intervene with Students at Risk of Attrition 

1. Demonstrate how an entering freshman could be identified as “at risk” using information 
collected during the admission process (e.g., high school GPA, ACT scores, Pell-Eligible, 
GenOne, placement testing, off-campus, etc.) 

2. Demonstrate the student and advisor view of a dashboard for individual student of risk 
identifiers with overall risk indicator that is query-able. Demonstrate how students view a 
support network of their advisors.  

3. Demonstrate how faculty advisors (and other selected staff) can be alerted to the “at risk” 
status of their advisees and display for the advisors the information that was used to determine 
the student’s “at risk” status in order to facilitate a personalized contact. 

4. Demonstrate the ability to analyze the characteristics of the entering freshman class and predict 
the likelihood of a given student successfully completing the first year. Once the first year is 
completed, demonstrate the software has the capability to predict a student who completes the 
first year will return and graduate from UC. 

5. Demonstrate a process by which an advisor or faculty member could express concern to others 
in the campus community about a student (e.g. excessive absences, poor grades, missed 
advising appointments, personal well-being, etc.)   

6. Demonstrate advisor rosters of all students with higher risk levels based on user-defined criteria 
at the unit level.   

7. Demonstrate auto-alerts sent to advisor and student when certain combination of identified risk 
factors occur.  Set up so that this communication can be batched as well as individual, as 
desired. 

8. Demonstrate how additional information for continuing students (midterm grades, student 
alerts, financial aid, etc.) could be used to identify additional students as “at risk” beyond 
incoming freshman status. 

9. Demonstrate how alerts and notifications to staff across various student life and student 
support areas can be coordinated with follow-up tracked for a student who faces 
personal/academic crisis that requires special attention (ex. injury and inability to finish 
semester, etc.)   

10. Demonstrate / explain the methods or formula that is used to identify such “at risk” students.  
Demonstrate how the formula may be changed as the institution adds variables or becomes 



aware of different factors / difference relationships between factors that better predict at risk 
students. 

11. Demonstrate how security levels for information on “at risk” students are set (roles), tracking of 
status is completed, and notes shared as appropriate. 

12. Demonstrate how an advisor could track a student’s progress on an academic contract with 
individualized requirements.  

13. Demonstrate reasons for attrition may be identified and stored as both as categorical 
information and text. 

14. Demonstrate how advisors can view students’ academic progress during a course and compare 
their progress with their cohorts.  Need to be able to identify students at risk while a course is 
still in progress.  
 

Reporting for Retention and Graduation Rates 

1. Demonstrate report generation for unregistered, active students for the coming semester for 
retention outreach. 

2. Demonstrate the use of a dashboard to quickly provide an administrative overview of retention 
and graduation rates. 

3. Demonstrate an on-line report that compares the retention rates of selected sub-groups of 
students (e.g. students identified as “at risk” with those not so identified, students who received 
Pell grants vs. those who did not, Gen One, underrepresented populations, residents, athletes, 
etc.) 

4. Demonstrate ability to track all student supports with which a student has interacted to identify 
overall success of various student success and academic supports. 

5. Demonstrate the ability to compare, integrate and mine multiple data sources from a variety of 
internal and external reports with accompanying multivariate analysis. 

 


